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Abstract

Pinning down the role of social ties in the decision to protest has been notoriously elusive,
largely due to data limitations. Social media and their global use by protesters offer an
unprecedented opportunity to observe real-time social ties and online behavior, though often
without an attendant measure of real-world behavior. We collect data on Twitter activity
during the 2015 Charlie Hebdo protest in Paris which, unusually, record real-world protest
attendance and network structure measured beyond egocentric networks. We devise a test of
social theories of protest that hold that participation depends on exposure to others’ intentions
and network position determines exposure. Our findings are strongly consistent with these
theories, showing that protesters are significantly more connected to one another via direct,
indirect, triadic, and reciprocated ties than comparable non-protesters. These results offer the
first large-scale empirical support for the claim that social network structure has consequences
for protest participation.
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1 Introduction

On January 7, 2015, gunmen killed 12 people at the offices of the French satirical magazine Charlie

Hebdo. Four days after the terrorist attack, millions took to the streets in protest. That a protest

took place in response to such a tragedy is not puzzling. However, any individual’s choice of behavior

that day, the sum of which aggregated into a large-scale protest, is puzzling, and relates to a larger

question with wide-reaching implications for the social sciences: why do some decide to attend a

protest while others do not, and how do they arrive at this decision?

Despite how foundational this question is to an understanding of protests and collective action

more broadly, how consequential protests can be given their role in policy change and the overthrow

of governments, and how salient the topic has become due to the world-wide wave of 21st century

protests, the answer remains elusive.

The problem concerns data. Conventional wisdom suggests that an individual’s decision to

protest depends on the decisions of others in her social network, a logic that underlies much of the

existing theory on protest (Granovetter, 1978; Marwell, Oliver and Prahl, 1988; Kim and Bearman,

1997; Chwe, 2000; Siegel, 2009; Centola, 2013). However, tests of this wisdom require data that

are fundamentally difficult to collect. Traditional methods entail tracking down protest partici-

pants after-the-fact and rely on their recall of behavior and ex ante motivations. To precisely test

theoretical claims about networks, researchers must measure a full set of ties—protesters’ ties to

other protesters, ties to non-protesters, ties of ties—as well as the protest behavior, usually relayed

second-hand, of everyone. Collecting this kind of information is error-prone and expensive, often

prohibitively so in the context of protests. Consequently, few empirical studies to date consider the

role of social networks in protest participation and those that do are highly limited.1

We overcome this limitation by collecting data on Twitter use during the Charlie Hebdo protest.2

1Although some studies include coarse measures of a social network feature, such as respondents’ estimates of
the number of their friends who participated (Opp and Gern, 1993) or the level of support received from certain tie
types (McAdam and Paulsen, 1993), the onerous data requirements have severely limited the study of social network
structure in protest participation with offline data.

2Online social media have become standard tools of 21st century protesters (Tufekci and Freelon, 2013). In
the case of Charlie Hebdo, the slogan “Je Suis Charlie” became the worldwide statement of solidarity; that slogan
originated on Twitter. By 72 hours after the massacre, the hashtag #JeSuisCharlie had appeared in over 5 million
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Social media use generates an observable record of social ties that is complete on the platform and

unfiltered by the memory of a respondent. Our data include user geolocation, which indicates

physical presence or absence at the protest. While others have explored the relationship between

networks among Twitter users and online protest behavior (see, e.g. González-Bailón et al., 2011;

Barberá et al., 2015; González-Bailón and Wang, 2016), our data provide a rare window into the

relationship between fine-grained network features and offline protest participation.

Our dataset contains 764 people whose geolocation reveals that they were a participant in the

Paris protest. Our dataset also includes a set of 1,000 people who were Tweeting about Charlie

Hebdo in the same way as those who participated, but who were elsewhere in Paris during the

protest. The latter serves as a baseline for controlled comparisons of protesters and similar non-

protesters. Furthermore, we collect full social network information measured out to two degrees—

every user each of these people follows on Twitter, and every user each of these users follow. In

total, our dataset of protesters and non-protesters, all users they follow, and all users that those

users they follow follow contains 129, 665, 566 Twitter users.

These data provide a snapshot of the networks of protesters and the networks of non-protesters

who were similarly interested in the protest issue and eligible to attend. We show that “social

theories” of protest participation—those holding that people influence each other in their decisions

to protest—have implications that are testable with snapshots of networks like these. If social

theories explain protest decisions well, the precise way that protesters are interconnected would be

different than the way that similar non-protesters are interconnected.

We begin by distilling social theories of protest to a simple premise: a person is more likely to

attend a protest if she is exposed to closer social contacts who are also likely to attend the protest.

We then show that if in the run-up to a protest social contacts positively influence one another

to protest in this way, then there are observable implications for the structure of networks in data

such as ours. The networks interconnecting protesters should look different than the networks

interconnecting similar people who did not protest. In networks measured out two degrees, the

Tweets (Goldman and Pagliery, 9 January 2015).
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differences should manifest not just in the number of ties to one another, but also in the extent of

indirect, triadic, and reciprocated ties that are present in each network. Comparing networks serves

as a large-scale empirical test: finding no such differences would cast doubt on social theories of

protest.

In fact, we find that all expected differences between the protester and the comparison networks

are present, significant, and large in magnitude. Our results are consistent with social theories

of protest behavior in which highly motivated individuals influence those most exposed to them

socially. Interpreted in the context of Twitter, a person is more likely to attend a protest if she

follows people who are motivated to attend, follows people who follow people who are motivated,

follows a member of a small clique who is motivated, and follows motivated people who mutually

follow the user in return.

This article makes three broad contributions to the study of protest. First, it offers the first

characterization of a network among protesters measured beyond egocentric networks, which allows

us to capture structural features beyond degree. This network is significantly different than the

network among a baseline set of people in the same area with similar interest in the protest issue.

Second, it translates existing theory of the role of networks in protest into hypotheses testable with

cross-sectional social media data. We are able to move beyond offline studies which show that

some protesters have friends who protest, and online studies which show that online ties relate

to online behavior, to show that the full set of Twitter ties among real-world protest participants

are interconnected in ways that are consistent with an influence-by-exposure process. Third, our

approach of collecting data from online social media, assembling a baseline set for comparison, and

utilizing nonparametric statistical methods and tools from social network analysis, is novel and

easily replicable for other 21st century protests. Our hope is that this article will pave the way for

a reinvigorated empirical investigation of social networks’ role in individual protest participation.

In the next section we situate our contribution within the theoretical, offline empirical, and online

empirical literatures concerning networks and protests. Section 3 gives an overview of our approach,

highlighting steps we take to allay selection concerns. Section 4 presents a theory of protest used
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to derive hypotheses about network structure from standard assumptions about protest behavior.

Section 5 presents our data, results, and robustness checks, and Section 6 concludes.

2 The Role of Network Structure in Protest

Social networks have the potential to affect protest behavior because individuals may influence

each other. Links in a social network serve as channels of information and peer pressure. Different

network structures—arrangements of links—may be more conducive to this influence, and hence to

protests.

Traditional approaches to the study of protest participation stipulate the way that people decide

to protest based on others in the network, and then derive the network structures most favorable to

protest. One set of theories draws heavily on epidemiological models to represent influence, holding

that individuals can “infect” each other with the desire to protest in an analogue to disease spread

(Marwell, Oliver and Prahl, 1988; Goldenberg, Libai and Muller, 2001; Eguiluz and Klemm, 2002),

or via a more complex process that depends on the extent of exposure (Centola and Macy, 2007;

Siegel, 2009; Centola, 2013).

Another set of theories accounts for variance in how susceptible people are to others’ influence.

Whatever its source, this variance can be represented as personal “thresholds” that must be met

before people are willing to protest: a person is only willing if enough others in total (Granovetter,

1978; Macy, 1991) or in her network neighborhood (Chwe, 2000; Watts, 2002) do so as well.

These approaches share two assumptions about protest decision-making. First, in general, social

ties to others who are likely to protest increase a person’s propensity to protest. Second, the quality

of ties matters. Ties must be “wide” enough to transmit social reinforcement (Centola and Macy,

2007) or “strong” enough in a Granovetter (1973) sense to convey credible information (Chwe, 2000;

Siegel, 2009). The model we present in Section 4 adapts these two assumptions to the context of

Twitter. Despite the rich theory for why network structure should affect protests, large hurdles to

collecting the appropriate data have limited empirical tests in both the offline and online domains.
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2.1 Offline Studies of the Role of Social Ties in Protests

Although precisely measuring networks is a difficult, error-prone, and expensive task in general,

doing so in the context of protests is particularly challenging. The biggest hurdles are identifying

participants after-the-fact; tracking them down to survey them; eliciting reliable network informa-

tion after-the-fact; and learning about enough of their ties, and enough about each of their ties, to

answer meaningful questions about the role of network structure in their decision to participate.

These problems are compounded when the protest was sensitive or attained notoriety—memory

can be colored by ex post social judgement (Opp and Gern, 1993, p. 665).

Most empirical work studying networks and protest using offline data documents the existence

of ties between a small number of participants and other participants (see Oliver, 1984; Snow,

Zurcher Jr and Ekland-Olson, 1980). Even the most comprehensive offline network studies of

protest have been limited to a small subset of ties without record of interconnections among them

for a small number of participants. McAdam and Paulsen (1993) use enrollment lists from the 1964

Mississippi Freedom Sumer Project to target respondents, receiving responses from 340 participants

and individuals who withdrew. Questionnaires inquired about the existence of five relationship types

and respondents’ perceived level of support from each.

Opp and Gern (1993) collected data on social ties among a subset of participants and non-

participants in the 1989 Leipzig rebellion in the German Democratic Republic. Since there are no

enrollment lists in a protest, to identify some of the 70,000 participants in the 1989 demonstration,

the authors surveyed 1,300 of the 450,000 residents of Leipzig in late 1990. Respondents were

asked if they participated in the protest, and about the existence of ties to colleagues and friends.

Questions were of the form “how close were your ties to your colleagues” on a 4-point scale, “how

many of your colleagues criticized the situation in the GDR,” and “how many of your colleagues

attended peace prayers, demonstrations and similar activities?” (Opp and Gern, 1993, p. 673).

Both studies establish that, among the subset sampled, the existence of a tie recalled after the

fact to a protest participant is associated with participation, and that the stronger the tie, the

greater the association. While these are important findings, they leave much unanswered about
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the role of networks in protest participation. Do those who protest have ties to other protesters

because they have more ties in general, or because these ties were used to encourage participation?

Do friends-of-friends have any effect? If someone belongs to a clique containing a participant, is she

more likely to participate? Is the network structure among protesters different from the network

structure among similar people who could have protested? Our unusually rich data allow us to

tackle these questions, and others like them, for the first time.

2.2 The Promising Era of Online Social Media

Online social media offer unprecedented data opportunities for the study of protest behavior. Plat-

forms like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram are online spaces where individuals create and share

content like messages and photos. These platforms are “social” in that users officially establish other

users as their contacts; these connections give privileged access to content, and are observable to

researchers. Online social media are widely used by participants in protests to coordinate, organize,

inform, and report (Tufekci and Freelon, 2013; Steinert-Threlkeld et al., 2015), and in general these

observable online ties can be used as valid measures of offline social contacts (Bisbee and Larson,

2017).

Because our Charlie Hebdo protest data are from Twitter, they have advantages over self-

reported data. First, our sample is more comprehensive. Because we did not use long, costly

surveys, we have data on a large set of protesters and non-protesters. Second, the record of behavior

was generated in real time, freeing our data of potentially large recall and social desirability biases.

Third, our measure of the social network is rich. The network is observable, behaviorally verified,

and complete on Twitter: we know everyone to whom someone is connected, all of their connections,

and any connections among them. Finally, and an advantage over many online studies as well, our

data contain the precise geo-coordinates of the user at the time of the activity. This offers a measure

of real-world behavior, confirming presence at the protest site, again freeing us from reliance on

self-reported measures of behavior which can be contaminated by social desirability bias and other

confounders.
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This article joins a burgeoning research area using online social media to study protests, much of

which focuses on the tactics, coordination, and timing of protests (for an overview, see Tufekci and

Freelon, 2013). Research exploring the role of network structure in protest behavior using online

social media data is rarer.

The few exceptions focus on the role of network structure in online protest behavior. González-

Bailón et al. (2011) consider the relationship between network position and Twitter message-sending

activity during a month-long window containing 2011 protests in Spain. Barberá et al. (2015) find

that those in peripheral network positions played an important role in the wide reach of messages

on Twitter about Istanbul’s Taksim Gezi Park protest in 2013 and the United for Global Change

demonstration in 2012. González-Bailón and Wang (2016) find that networks that spread messages

on Twitter are fragmented and certain network positions are essential to the wide reach of Tweets.

These findings, while important, are limited to explaining online behavior: creating and sharing

messages on Twitter. Our interest extends beyond who talks about a protest on Twitter to who

physically attends.

Steinert-Threlkeld (2017) also relates Twitter activity to offline behavior: the study uses a

database of thirteen million Tweets to argue that peripheral members of a network are more in-

fluential in mobilizing a protest than central members are because they provide a more credible

signal of the low costs of protest. This study, like ours, uses geocoded Tweets to measure real-world

participation. However, the network among participants is measured coarsely—for each user, only

the number of followers on Twitter is recorded. Since no connections between ties, or ties beyond

a single degree are measured, no information on the structure of the network beyond degree can be

explored.

Our unusual data map the networks of protesters and non-protesters out to two degrees. These

networks, combined with a measure of real-world protest participation, allow us to test hypotheses

about the precise role of network structure in protest participation.
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3 Overview of Our Data and Approach

Our data are drawn from the universe of Twitter users who sent at least one Tweet about Char-

lie Hebdo containing at least one of the following hashtags: #CharlieHebdo, #JeSuisCharlie,

#Charlie Hebdo, #JeSuisAhmed, #JeNeSuisPasCharlie, #Beinfait, and #JeSuisKouachi. Our

analyses use two subsets of these users which we label “Protesters,” and “Comparison Set.” Protesters

are all users who sent at least one Tweet containing at least one of the seven hashtags above dur-

ing the time of the protest that was geotagged to be within the protest site, Paris’s Place de la

République. There are 764 such users.3 Our Comparison Set is a random sample of 1,000 of the

users who were interested and eligible to participate: they sent at least one Tweet containing at

least one of the 7 hashtags above during the protest (Charlie Hebdo was salient to them) that was

geotagged to be in Paris (they were geographically near enough) but more than five kilometers away

from the protest site.4

We measure the full Twitter network for both the Protester and the Comparison Set measured

out to two degrees. For each user, we collect the usernames of all other users whom she follows

(her “ties”) and the usernames of all whom these users follow (her “ties of ties”).5 We call this web

of following relations constructed for the Protesters the “protester network,” and the same for the

Comparison Set the “comparison network.”

We collect information on Protesters and the Comparison Set simultaneously because we will

seek to detect traces of influence-by-exposure among protesters and verify that those traces do not

exist when we look for them in a comparison set of similar users at the same point in time. In

3Geotagging is an optional account setting, and most tweets are not geotagged. Supporting Information (SI)
section 2.4 reports that protesters geotag 11.6% of Tweets and users in the comparison set geotag 10%. Although
the users who geotag could differ from those who do not, our comparisons will all be between users who geotag. Our
analyses rely on the assumption that the proportion of a user’s neighbors who geotag is not a function of that user’s
protest attendance.

4We collect our comparison set from Paris to maximize comparability. Although these users sent a Tweet from
a location more than 5km from the protest during the protest and did not send a Tweet from the protest, it is
conceivable that some nonetheless traveled to the protest. Hence, some in the comparison set may have actually
participated. However, this potential overlap makes the differences we observe conservative. In SI section 2.2 we
verify all results with an additional comparison set drawn from France but not Paris.

5“Following” is the basic social relationship on Twitter. If one user elects to follow another, the home page of
the follower will regularly display the other’s Twitter activity. These relationships can be asymmetric—user a can
follow b without b following a.
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order to know what to look for, Section 4 specifies a simple social theory of protest which identifies

differences in network structure that we should observe between these two networks if people really

do influence each other to attend in the way theory stipulates.

3.1 Assessing the Role of Networks with Observational Data

Our data on network ties and protest participation are observational. We will show that the way

protesters are connected to one another on Twitter is significantly different from the way that

eligible non-protesters are connected to one another, and these differences are strongly consistent

with a social theory of people influencing one another to protest. However, as with any observational

study, we are limited to showing that the data are consistent with the theory; we cannot be sure

that exposure to others in the network caused participation.

On the one hand, the fact that the networks under study were not exogenously varied—either by

manipulating users’ Twitter experiences or by assigning lab participants to new, artificial networks—

limits our ability to attribute causality. On the other hand, the fact that the networks we do observe

are the real networks used by real protest participants in their natural setting bolsters our study’s

external validity.

The biggest threat to causality is a selection story: it could be that people who choose to

participate in protests also select into networks in which they are relatively well connected to others

who choose to participate in the same protests. In such a case, we could not distinguish whether

selection into the network or influence-by-exposure explained the differences we observe.

While there are limits to addressing this issue with observational data, our strategy is to carefully

select the set of non-protesters in order to hold constant some key sources of selection. If protesters

and the comparison set of non-protesters both have attributes that lead people to befriend one

another and to participate in the Charlie Hebdo protest, then differences in their networks cannot

be explained by those common attributes.

For example, one potential source of selection is an interest in politics. If people interested in

politics are more likely to befriend others interested in politics, and if those interested in politics
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are more likely to attend the Charlie Hebdo protest, then we might observe highly interconnected

protesters simply due to their shared interest. To account for this possibility, we assemble the

comparison set from users who used the same seven hashtags about Charlie Hebdo, which ensures

that all protesters and comparison set users were interested in this political issue. Of course, this still

leaves open the possibility that protesters had a stronger interest than those in the comparison set.

However, we can demonstrate that protesters and those in the comparison set divided their attention

across the seven hashtags similarly, and both sets were tweeting about Charlie Hebdo at similar

rates in the days leading up to the protest (see SI 2.6). To the extent that these measures capture

the character and intensity of interest in this political issue, the protesters and the comparison set

do not differ.

Furthermore, we consider the possibility that, although the protesters and the comparison set

appear to be equally interested in this political issue, protesters are more politically active in general.

However, we show that the protesters and our comparison set follow verified accounts, which include

news media and politicians, at similar rates (see SI 2.6). We also use a Latent Dirichlet Allocation

decomposition to cluster users based on the accounts that they follow. If politically active users

follow certain political or news accounts more than non-politically active users, and if protesters are

systematically more politically active than non-protesters, then we should expect to see protesters

cluster separately from non-protesters. Reassuringly, SI section 2.5 shows that this is not the case.

By these measures, protesters do not appear more politically active than our set of non-protesters.

Consequently, if the politically interested and active select into networks with one another, we

should observe a high extent of interconnectedness among both the protesters and the comparison

set. Insofar as these measures capture political interest, the differences we observe cannot be due

to selection driven by shared political interest.

Finally, we consider sociable personality traits as a source of selection. It could be that some

people are more outgoing or gregarious and forge more ties in general. If this type of person is

also more likely to protest, we might observe more connections among protesters because they form

denser networks amongst themselves and not because they influenced one another to protest. As
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section 5 below shows, the protesters do have more ties and more ties of ties than those in the

comparison set. Consequently, in our analyses, we will compare groups based on the proportion

of their ties and ties of ties that they have to one another rather than the raw number of ties

within each group, which will control for this difference. Furthermore, we show that in the days

between the massacre and the protest, protesters and comparison set users were tweeting (about

anything) at similar rates, and about the protest at similar rates as well (and both were tweeting

more frequently, and hence appear more gregarious, than a third set of users in France that was

collected without restriction to any particular hashtag use). To the extent that gregariousness is

captured by tweet volume and patterns, both groups similarly exhibit this personality trait.

In short, finding that protesters are substantially more interconnected than a purely random

set of non-protesters might be unconvincing because the protesters may be interconnected due to

a shared interest in politics or outgoing personalities. But by sampling non-protesters from those

who were equally engaged with the topic of Charlie Hebdo in the same place at the same time,

we hold constant potentially large sources of homophily and selection. We can be more confident

(though still not sure) that differences we observe between the two similar groups’ networks are at

least in part the byproduct of influence-by-exposure.

4 Deriving Predictions about Network Structure from So-

cial Theories of Protest

In this section we show that theories holding that people influence one another in the run-up to a

protest have implications for the observed structure of networks among those who do protest. We

specify a simple, social theory of protest participation in order to pin down expectations for network

data collected from protesters and non-protesters using Twitter.

Our theory distills social theories of protest to a simple premise: individuals will join a protest if

they value doing so highly enough, and their valuation depends in part on their exposure to others’

valuations. The greater the extent to which people are exposed to others who value the protest
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highly, the more likely they are to value the protest highly. The extent of exposure to another’s

protest valuation depends on how socially proximate the two are—if they are friends, or merely

friends of friends, or friends of friends of friends—and on the strength of their relationship—if they

are close, or if their relationship is less intimate.

We remain agnostic about why exposure matters in order to capture a wide range of social

theories. It could be that a high-valuer actively cajoles her contacts to attend. It could be that

she passively signals that attending would be met with her approval, or is likely to be worthwhile.

It could be that her interest drives her to share information about the protest which convinces

her friends. Our approach detects evidence that exposure in a network matters. We leave an

examination of how and why for future research.6

Our data are drawn from Twitter, a vast network of ties that are indicative of personal rela-

tionships, and that can function as sources of exposure.7 On Twitter, users can inform others via

messages (“Tweets”), second-hand messages (“reTweets”), and shared links to web pages. Users’

activity also conveys something about the users and the content that they find relevant or endorse.

In this way, ties are windows into the opinions, values, and intentions of other users. A Tweet

that says “Protest in the Place de la République tomorrow, come if you can!” not only conveys

information about the time and location of a protest, but also suggests to followers that the user

endorses the protest and prefers that others attend.

The next section shows that an influence-by-exposure process leading up to a protest results

in protesters who are highly connected to one another directly, indirectly, with reciprocated ties,

and as parts of cliques. A sample of similar non-protesters would not be as interconnected in these

ways.

6The SI (section 2.9) presents the results of human coders classifying the content of a random subset of protesters’
Tweets. Protesters’ Tweets contain a variety of content, including simple logistical details and exhortations to attend,
and contain both explicit and subtle indications of whether a user will attend.

7We use Twitter to measure the underlying social network in which exposure can take place. Whether the
exposure happens on Twitter or happens in a real-world encounter between the two people who share a Twitter tie
is irrelevant to our approach.
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4.1 Modeling the Decision to Participate in a Protest

Consider a simple model of protest participation among a set of individuals N who are situated

in a network g. These individuals base their decision to protest or not in part on the decisions of

others. Suppose that attending a protest entails some cost so that a person will only participate if

she finds joining the protest sufficiently valuable to offset this cost. Person i’s net valuation, Vi, can

depend on benefits to herself or to others, and sources of value can vary across individuals; while

one may value attending the protest highly because one expects its outcome to positively impact

the world, another may value attending highly because she expects to win the favor of her friends

who care about the protest. So long as, for whatever reasons, i’s net valuation is positive, Vi > 0, i

will attend the protest.

Let exposure to others’ valuations depend on two features of network position: distance and

strength. Call di,j the network distance between i and j: the length of the shortest path from i

to j so that di,j = 1 if i has a tie to j, and, following convention, di,j =∞ if there is no path from

i to j. Call si,j the strength of the path between i and j such that 0 ≤ si,j ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N where

si,j = 0 if there is no path from i to j, si,j is the strength of the tie between i and j if di,j = 1 and,

if di,j > 1, si,j is the strength of the weakest tie in the path from i to j.8 Now we can define one’s

exposure to another in a network:

Definition 1 (Exposure): The extent to which individual i is exposed to individual j,

Ei,j(di,j, si,j), (1)

is decreasing in network distance di,j and increasing in path strength si,j.

That is, an individual i is more exposed to j if i and j are closer to each other in the network,

and if i and j are connected by a stronger path. i’s exposure to j is greatest when i follows

8Here path strength is defined to be the strength of the weakest link in that path. This definition assumes that
strong ties can transmit information better than weak ties, and that the consequences of passing through weak ties
are permanent. If a message crosses a weak tie and loses some information or clarity, what is lost is lost forever. Our
empirical results do not hinge on this choice of definition.
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j directly (di,j = 1) and when i and j’s tie is as strong as possible (si,j = 1). Suppose that

Ei,j(di,j = ∞, si,j) = 0 and that Ei,j(di,j, si,j = 0) = 0 so that i has no exposure to j if there

is no path from i to j or if the strength of the path from i to j is 0. Further suppose that

Ei,j(di,j = 2, si,j > 0) > 0 so that indirect ties generate positive exposure as long as neither tie in

the path from i to j has zero strength.

Now we can specify the way a person’s net valuation of the protest depends on her exposure to

other individuals:

Definition 2 (Protest Valuation): An individual i’s valuation of a protest, Vi, is a function of i’s

exposure to others and their valuations. Let H = {1 . . . n} be the subset of individuals in N such

that Vh > 0 ∀ h ∈ H. These are the individuals who value the protest highly. i’s valuation is a

function of his exposure to these individuals in the network,

Vi(Ei,j1Vj1 , Ei,j2Vj2 , . . . , Ei,jnVjn , Zi), (2)

where j1, . . . , jn ∈ H, and Zi captures i’s private reasons for valuing the protest, independent of the

valuations of others.

Recall that when Vi > 0, i prefers to participate in protest. Our key modeling assumption is

that Vi is increasing in Ei,jVj for any j ∈ H.9

This assumption means that the more that individual i is exposed to an individual j who values

protesting highly enough to participate, the higher will be i’s own valuation of the protest. In

addition, the more an individual j to whom i is exposed values the protest, the higher will i value

the protest. Since exposure is increasing in network proximity and tie strength, individuals who have

strong, direct ties to others who value protesting highly will value the protest especially highly.10

9Our theory leaves much unspecified about the dynamic process by which individuals form their initial valuation
and update over the time period leading up to the protest. Our interest is simply in positing a minimal set of
assumptions that capture broad intuitions of existing theory.

10It is conceivable that for particularly controversial or high-risk protests, there could also be some trying to
influence others not to attend. In such a case, so long as there are also some with moderate viewpoints, the
comparisons between protesters and others that we derive hold. It is also conceivable that, for more partisan
protests, the effect of exposure may vary with the party affiliation of the source. Since Charlie Hebdo was not a
particularly partisan issue in France, we leave an exploration of this possibility for future research.
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4.2 Network Hypotheses

If a process with the features laid out above was at play when people were deciding whether or not

to protest, what should we expect to observe when we measure a network among a set of individuals

who actually participated in a protest?

Our hypotheses make use of some network notation. We use the convention ij ∈ g to mean that

a directed tie from i to j is present in the network g. To refer to everyone to whom i is tied in g,

i’s “neighborhood,” we will write Ni(g). That is,

Ni(g) = {j|ij ∈ g}. (3)

The neighborhood of i is the set of all other individuals to whom i is tied in g; these are called i’s

“neighbors.” On Twitter, this is the set of everyone that i follows. Likewise, we can define the set

of i’s ties of ties accordingly:

N2
i (g) = {j|d(i, j) = 2}. (4)

N2
i (g) is the set of all individuals to whom i is connected in a path through the network of

length two. On Twitter, this is the set of individuals that those whom i follows follow.

Now we can consider the first of the two inputs to exposure, network distance.

4.2.1 Network Distance Hypotheses

The hypotheses are stated in terms of a set of individuals who are observed to participate in a

protest, P , and a set of individuals who are observed to not participate in protest, C. The network

that includes all ties and ties of ties of everyone in P will be called gP ; the network that includes

all ties and ties of ties of everyone in C will be called gC . We present the intuition underlying each

hypothesis here; the supporting information contains the formal derivation of each (SI 1.1-1.5).
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In our theory, the key assumption is that high exposure to individuals who value the protest

highly increases one’s valuation of protest, and high enough valuation results in a person actually

participating in the protest. When we observe a set of individuals who did participate in a protest,

we know that at the conclusion of this process, they must have valued the protest highly enough.

Although we cannot know which of the protesters influenced which other of the protesters to attend

during the process that led to the protest, if influence-by-exposure was at play, then protesters

should occupy network positions that are highly exposed to one another. Individuals in P should

be more exposed to each other in gP compared to the extent to which individuals in C are exposed

to each other in gC . In other words, protesters should cluster in the network.11

Since exposure Ei,j is decreasing in di,j, the first hypothesis holds that protesters should cluster

with respect to direct ties. We formulate a strong version of this hypothesis that compares the

proportion, rather than the number, of ties. On average, a protester’s neighborhood should contain

a greater share of ties to other protesters when compared to the share of an eligible non-protester’s

ties to other sampled non-protesters. Specifically, we expect

1

#P

∑
i∈P

#{j|j ∈ P, j ∈ Ni(g
P )}

#{j|j ∈ Ni(gP )}
>

1

#C

∑
i∈C

#{j|j ∈ C, j ∈ Ni(g
C)}

#{j|j ∈ Ni(gC)}
, (5)

which is our first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: On average, the proportion of each protester’s ties that are to other protesters

in gP is greater than the proportion of each eligible non-protester’s ties that are to other eligible

non-protesters in gC (inequality 5).

Similarly, since Ei,j(di,j = 2, si,j > 0) > 0, individuals are also exposed to others’ valuations

11The derivation of our hypotheses accounts for the way our data were collected. Consider the universe of
people eligible to attend the protest. The protesters were selected from this universe because they participated. The
comparison set was selected at random from the remainder of this universe. Influence-by-exposure would result in
correlated valuations of the protest and hence attendance in the network. Selecting on participation would result
in a set of highly interconnected users. Selecting from a large universe of eligible users at random would not. If
instead social ties do not influence one another, selecting on participation should look roughy like selecting eligible
participants at random from the network.
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via indirect connections, their ties of ties. We should also observe a relatively high degree of

interconnectedness via ties of ties among the protesters. Specifically,

1

#P

∑
i∈P

#{j|j ∈ P, j ∈ N2
i (gP )}

#{j|j ∈ N2
i (gP )}

>
1

#C

∑
i∈C

#{j|j ∈ C, j ∈ N2
i (gC)}

#{j|j ∈ N2
i (gC)}

. (6)

This can be stated as the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: On average, the proportion of each protesters’ ties-of-ties to other protesters in gP

is greater than the proportion of each eligible non-protester’s ties of ties that are to other eligible

non-protesters in gC.

These hypotheses capture the intuition that if exposure via ties and ties of ties mattered to

protest decisions, then individuals who did in fact protest should hold positions in the underlying

Twitter network in which they were highly exposed to one another via ties and ties of ties.

4.2.2 Tie Strength Hypotheses

Since exposure via strong ties is more impactful, by the same reasoning as above, we expect

protesters to have more strong ties to each other compared to eligible non-protesters.

Tie strength cannot be directly measured on Twitter. We use two proxies for the attributes

such as intimacy and trust thought to underly strength (see Gilbert and Karahalios, 2009). Both

reduce a potentially continuous measure si,j to a binary variable taking two values, “strong” and

“weak.”12

In the first operationalization, we consider the arrangement of ties among triads. In particular,

given that i follows both j and k, we assume that i’s ties to both j and k are stronger if j and k

themselves share a tie. The triangle formed by i, j and k is one measure of a strong relationships

between each pair, perhaps indicative of shared attributes or membership in a close-knit social clique

12A binary measure magnifies contrast. We encourage future work, especially using data with paths longer than
length two, to consider more categories of strength in order to unpack the role of relationship quality.
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(Granovetter, 1973). On Twitter, this means that a user’s tie to someone she follows is stronger if

there is a second person she follows and at least one of the two follows the other.

To simplify notation, let ijk ∈ g mean ij ∈ g, ik ∈ g, and either jk ∈ g or kj ∈ g. Then we

expect

1

#P

∑
i∈P

#{ijk ∈ gP |j ∈ P or k ∈ P}
#{ijk ∈ gP}

>
1

#C

∑
i∈C

#{ijk ∈ gC |j ∈ C or k ∈ C}
#{ijk ∈ gC}

. (7)

In words, our next hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 3: The average proportion of protesters’ triangles that contain at least one other

protester is larger than the average proportion of eligible non-protesters’ triangles that contain at

least one other of these eligible non-protesters (inequality 7).

If triangles comprise a person’s strong ties, then the proportion of a person’s triangles that

entail a protester is a rough measure of the proportion of a person’s strong ties that are connections

to protesters. We also capture this value a second way, operationalized with reciprocity. A tie is

considered strong if it is reciprocated and weak if it is not (see Friedkin, 1980). On Twitter, this

means that a tie to someone a person follows is strong if that person follows her in return and weak

otherwise.

Influence-by-exposure implies that protesters have more reciprocated ties among one another

than eligible non-protesters have among one another:

1

#P

∑
i∈P

#{j|ij ∈ gP , ji ∈ gP , j ∈ P} > 1

#C

∑
i∈C

#{j|ij ∈ gC , ji ∈ gC , j ∈ C}. (8)

This becomes our final hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: The number of ties in gP that are between individuals in P and reciprocated is

larger than the number of ties in gC that are between individuals in C and reciprocated (inequality
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8).

5 Charlie Hebdo Protest

The Charlie Hebdo protest took place on January 11, 2015, in Paris’s Place de la République. The

protester network we analyze, gP , centered around the 764 individuals geotagged to be present at

the protest and measured out two degrees, contains 93, 009, 971 distinct nodes. On average, each

protester has 833 ties and 134, 622 ties of ties. The comparison network, centered around 1, 000

non-participants and measured out two degrees, contains a total of 106, 116, 658 nodes, with 456

ties and 83, 359 ties of ties on average. Table 1 compares summary statistics for the two networks.13

Protesters Comparison t-stat
Mean # Ties 833 (2491) 456 (1067) 4.30
Mean # Ties of Ties 134,622 (52779) 86,349 (49710) 19.67
Mean # Reciprocated 471 (1989) 116 (435) 5.46
Mean Transitivity 0.098 (0.053) 0.109 (0.072) -3.43

Table 1: Network attributes for protesters and Paris comparison set with standard deviation in
parentheses. t-statistic tests the null hypothesis that attributes for protesters and the comparison
set are the same. The distributions of the number of ties and transitivity have long right tails; the
null can be rejected with high statistical confidence for the log-transformed distributions as well
(t-statistic 11.71 and 15.37, respectively).

Protesters have more ties and ties of ties than individuals in the comparison set. These dis-

tributions are displayed in Figures 1 and 2. Note that this will make support for Hypotheses 1

and 2, which pertain to proportions of these quantities, conservative. Protesters also have a larger

number of reciprocated ties, and lower transitivity.14 These characteristics imply that protesters

occupy positions of high reach within the Twitter network. While these individuals would have the

greatest exposure to initial high-valuers who, according to González-Bailón et al. (2011), tend to be

13Although there exist other network-level statistics, they require precise measurement of the absence of a link
between any two nodes in the network. An ego-centric network measured out two degrees cannot detect links between
individuals included as ties of ties of the egos. Hence, statistics like diameter and centrality measures other than
degree are not meaningful here.

14Network transitivity measures the frequency of triangles—3-person cliques—in the network. The reported value
is the average node’s ratio of number of 3-person cliques to total possible 3-person cliques.
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scattered roughly randomly throughout a network, we leave future exploration of the timing and

dynamics of influence for future investigation. Now we turn to our hypothesis tests.

0 20000 40000 60000

Protesters and Paris Comparison

Number of Ties

Protesters 
 (max: 63784 )

Paris Comp. 
 (max: 28187 )

0 500 1500 2500

Zoomed In

Number of Ties

Protesters
Paris Comp.

Figure 1: Left: distribution of the number of ties per user in the set of protesters and the Paris
comparison set. Right: same, zoomed in on the mode. Vertical lines indicate the distributions’
means.

0 50000 100000 150000 200000 250000 300000

Protesters and Paris Comparison

Ties of Ties
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Paris Comp.

Figure 2: Distribution of the number of ties of ties per user in the set of protesters and the Paris
comparison set. Vertical lines indicate the distributions’ means.
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5.1 Assessing Support for Hypotheses

We present the main results of our hypothesis tests here, with additional analyses and robustness

checks in the supporting information.

5.1.1 Support for Network Distance Hypotheses

First we consider the hypotheses that pertain to ties and ties of ties. Hypotheses 1 and 2 hold

that since exposure is greatest when ties are direct, and still positive for ties of ties, if protesters

influenced one another via these channels, they should be highly interconnected in terms of these

features. We expect to observe many ties and ties of ties connecting protesters to one another, and

this value should be greater for gP than for gC .

Table 2 summarizes the results of comparisons between protesters and those in the Paris com-

parison set. The network among protesters exhibits features consistent with both hypotheses: gP

and gC differ substantially in the expected direction.

Protesters Comparison t-stat Support
H1 Prop. ties within 0.0040 (0.0063) 0.0006 (0.0021) 15.91 [log: 11.95] Y
H2 Prop. ties of ties within 0.0326 (0.0328) 0.0071 (0.0102) 23.12 [log: 32.84] Y

Table 2: Assessing the network distance hypotheses. Standard deviations in parentheses, t-statistic
tests the null that values for protesters and the comparison set are the same. t-statistic on log-
transformed data in square brackets. Both hypotheses are supported with high statistical confidence.

A larger proportion of protesters’ ties are to other protesters than the proportion of eligible

non-protesters’ ties are to one another in the comparison set (row 1). Protesters also have many

more ties of ties to one another than the eligible non-protesters of the comparison set have to one

another (row 2). Both comparisons are highly statistically significant, and robust to a correction

for the long right tail. The SI (section 2) shows that the comparisons are also robust to excluding

verified Twitter accounts, excluding outliers, and using a different comparison set drawn from a

larger geographic area.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the proportion of ties within each group, zoomed in to better

show the mass of the distribution. The plot on the right highlights just how many more individuals
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in the comparison set have no ties to others in the comparison set. Over 80% of the eligible non-

participants in the Paris comparison set have no ties to others in that set, compared to less than

40% of participants who have no ties to other participants. Consistent with Hypothesis 1, those

who protest are much more likely to be directly connected to others who protest, even as a share

of their total links (which, recall from the last section, is larger for protesters).
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Figure 3: Left: distribution of the proportion of protesters’ ties to other protesters and the distri-
bution of the proportion of users’ ties in the Paris comparison set to others in the Paris comparison
set. Vertical lines show the distributions’ means. Right: proportion of each sample with zero ties
to others within the sample. Strong support for H1.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the proportion of ties of ties among each group, again zoomed

in. The plot on the right displays the distribution as a box plot. Even though the protesters have

more ties of ties on Twitter overall, a larger proportion of their ties of ties are to other protesters

compared to the proportion of eligible non-protesters’ ties of ties that are to one another.

These results are strongly consistent with an influence-by-exposure process on Twitter that

functioned as follows: individuals who followed people who valued the protest highly, and who
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Figure 4: Left: distribution of the proportion of protesters’ ties of ties to other protesters and the
distribution of the proportion of users’ ties of ties in the Paris comparison set to others in the Paris
comparison set. Vertical lines show the distributions’ means. Right: boxplot for both distributions.
Strong support for H2.

followed people who followed people who valued the protest highly were influenced to value the

protest highly and ultimately attend. Consequently, those who attended the Charlie Hebdo protest

have a larger share of their ties and ties of ties to other protesters compared to the share of ties

and ties of ties that a sample of eligible non-protesters have to others in that sample.

5.1.2 Support for Tie Strength Hypotheses

Since exposure is theorized to be increasing in tie strength, we expect to observe more strong ties

among protesters than among a comparison set of eligible non-protesters.

Hypothesis 3 regards ties to be stronger when they are “triadic,” or part of a triangle—when

two of a person’s ties themselves share a tie. Hypothesis 4 regards ties to be stronger when they
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are reciprocated. Table 3 shows that, by both measures, protesters have more strong ties to other

protesters than individuals in the comparison set have to others in the comparison set.

Protesters Comparison t-stat Support
H3 Prop. Triangles within 0.0106 (0.0150) 0.0017 (0.0066) 16.53 [log: 10.55] Y
H4 # Recip within 3.06 (5.77) 0.25 (0.97) 15.09 [log: 10.11] Y

Table 3: Assessing the tie strength hypotheses. Standard deviations in parentheses, t-statistic
tests the null hypothesis that attributes for protesters and the comparison set are the same. t-
statistic on log-transformed data in square brackets. Both hypotheses supported with high statistical
confidence.

Specifically, the first row of Table 3 shows that a much larger proportion of protesters’ triangles

in gP entail another protester compared to the proportion of eligible non-protesters’ triangles in gC

that entail another in this set. Figure 5 shows the distributions of individuals’ triangles that entail

another in the relevant set, the set of protesters or the set of eligible non-protesters. The bar graph

on the right shows that over 70% of nodes have no triangles that include another in their reference

group for the comparison set, while fewer than 40% have none in the protester set.

The second row of Table 3 shows that on average, protesters have about three reciprocated ties

to other protesters while for members of the comparison set, only about one out of four people have

a single reciprocated tie to someone else in the comparison set. Figure 6 shows the distributions of

reciprocated ties present in both networks for reference on the left, and the incidence of reciprocated

ties among the set of protesters and the Paris comparison set of eligible non-protesters on the right.

Once again, both hypotheses pertaining to tie strength are strongly supported by our data.

These results are consistent with a process by which individuals decide whether to protest based

in part on their exposure to others: if a person follows someone who values the protest highly and

follows him in return, or follows someone who values the protest highly within a tight-knit clique,

that person is more likely to protest. This process would result in many more strong ties among a

set of individuals who turned up to protest than among a comparison set of eligible non-protesters,

which is precisely what we see for the Charlie Hebdo protest.
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Figure 5: Left: distribution of the proportion of protesters’ triangles that entail at least one other
protester, and the distribution of the proportion of individuals in the Paris comparison set’s triads
that entail at least one other in that set. Vertical lines show the distributions’ means. Right:
proportion of respondents with no triangles that entail anyone else in the relevant set. Strong
support for H3.

5.2 Robustness

In this section, we address potential concerns with our interpretation of the results. Here we describe

the main analyses we perform to alleviate concerns; the details and additional analyses can be found

in the Supporting Information.

The results presented above compare protesters with non-protesters. We select the non-protesters

from Paris. Twitter networks may differ when users are drawn from vastly different levels of geo-

graphic dispersion. Our hope is that Paris is roughly the correct level of resolution for both sets.

We could be wrong in one of two directions. Paris could be too small a pool from which

to draw our comparison set, or it could be too large. If drawing from a pool of the incorrect
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Figure 6: Left: distribution of the proportion of respondents’ ties that are reciprocated. Right:
distribution of the number of respondents’ reciprocated ties that are to another member in the
relevant set—protesters or the Paris comparison set. Vertical lines show the distributions’ means.
Strong support for H4.

size mechanically introduces differences between our protesters and the comparison set, then the

differences we attribute to network influence-by-exposure may in fact be artifacts of constructing

the comparison set. To ensure that our results are not driven by a comparison set drawn from too

small a pool, we construct a second comparison set, which we call the France Comparison Set. We

construct this set from users who were geolocated to be in France in the week following the protest

irrespective of whether they used one of the seven Charlie Hebdo hashtags. We repeat all analyses

comparing the protesters to this comparison set, and comparing the two comparison sets to each

other (see SI 2.2).

The results are reassuring in two ways. First, all of the differences between the protesters and

a comparison set hold when the France comparison set is substituted in. Second, in all cases,
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the Paris and the France comparison sets are much more similar to each other—often statistically

indistinguishable—than either is to the set of protesters. This further corroborates our claim that

the set of protesters is meaningfully different because of the process that drove individuals to protest,

and not because of the geographic size from which it was drawn.

Of course, it is also possible that Paris was too large a pool from which to draw our comparison

set if, by sampling individuals who Tweeted from the Place de la République during the protest,

we picked up a set of individuals who were from a very small geographic area, one smaller than the

geographic area spanned by individuals drawn from all of Paris. To address this, we construct a

measure of the mobility of any Twitter user in our protester set and calculate the same for users in

the Paris comparison set. It turns out that protesters are at least as mobile as those in the Paris

comparison set: in the lifetime of their Twitter accounts, they have sent Tweets from places as least

as geographically dispersed as the those in the comparison set.

Furthermore, although over 80 million Tweets were geocoded to be in France between January

14th, 2015 to September 14th, 2015, a window of time after and excluding the protest date, exactly

zero were located at the protest site. Hence, those who Tweeted from this site during the protest

were visiting a small geographic area for the purpose of protesting, but are unlikely to reside in it.

An additional concern is that some ties on Twitter are to other users who may not be the sources

of personal influence to which our theory pertains. These users —celebrities, news sites, etc.—are

categorized as “Verified Accounts” on Twitter. To be sure that our results are not artifacts of ties

to these accounts, we repeat all of the above analyses with the subset of our data that excludes

Verified Accounts. All results continue to hold (see SI 2.3).

We could also worry that something about the geolocation setting is driving the difference

between networks among protesters and networks among those in the comparison sets. However,

first note that all users in the protest and both comparison sets are included in the sample because

they had geolocation activated. Therefore, differences between users who geolocate and users who do

not geolocate cannot drive the differences we observe (though knowing more about these differences

would help establish to what extent we can generalize from our findings). For geolocation behavior
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to be a problem for our results, it would have to be the case that attending not only affects a

user’s propensity to geolocate, but also that attending with a Twitter follower makes both users

more likely to decide to geolocate compared to their propensity to geolocate when not attending

a protest. While we are not convinced that this behavior is plausible, we further rule it out by

measuring the quantity of geolocated Tweets by each user in our samples. Overall, the quantity of

geolocated Tweets is similar across all three of our samples (see SI section 2.4).

Finally, we could worry that individuals are not actually exposed to the protest valuations or

intentions of their social ties. While exposure may take place on Twitter or in real-world interactions,

we only have a record of Twitter interactions. As a simple verification check, we randomly selected

200 protesters from our data and collected all Tweets they sent between the massacre and the

protest. We created a replica of their accounts that their followers would have had access to (SI

Figure 28 shows an example) and asked French speakers to classify the content. 44% of users

tweeted specifically about the upcoming protest (as opposed to the issue of Charlie Hebdo, which

100% of users in our sample necessarily mentioned with at least a hashtag). Additionally, without

being told that all users eventually attended, coders suspected that 64% were at least as likely

as even chance to attend. Given that people could have been exposed offline as well, this simple

validation reassures us that people had ample opportunity to be exposed to their social contacts’

attitudes toward the upcoming Charlie Hebdo protest.

6 Conclusion

Using a novel dataset that records both real-world participation in a protest and fine-grained social

network information, we offer the first large-scale empirical support for a claim that theory has long

hinted should be true: individuals are influenced by one another in social networks when deciding

whether to participate in protests.

Our approach distills existing theory into a simple model of protest participation from which we

derive hypotheses about network structure. If exposure to people who value the protest increases a
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person’s propensity to protest, and if exposure is a function of network proximity and tie strength,

then the observed social networks among protest participants should look different than the observed

social networks among a sample of people who were interested and eligible to participate in the

protest but did not.

Indeed, the networks among those who participated in the 2015 Charlie Hebdo protest in Paris

differ significantly from the networks among individuals in Paris for whom Charlie Hebdo was

equally salient but who did not participate. The large differences are strongly consistent with soc-

cial theories of influence by exposure: individuals who participated in the Charlie Hebdo protest

are more likely than non-participants to be connected to one another via direct ties. Moreover,

protesters are also more likely to be connected to one another via indirect, reciprocated, and tri-

adic ties, offering support for an even stronger claim that the way ties are arranged—the network

structure—matters for protest behavior.

Taken together, these results suggest that someone connected by strong, direct ties to people

highly motivated to participate in a protest is more likely to participate herself than someone

occupying a network position farther away from, or connected with weaker ties to, others intent on

protesting. Because our evidence includes verified, real-world participation in a protest and social

ties that were observed rather than self-reported, we believe this is the most powerful support to

date for the claim that networks play a meaningful role in individuals’ protest participation.

Of course much work remains to understand the process by which an individual comes to protest.

With these large network differences established, future work can delve deeper into the presence

and possible mechanisms of influence, and the strength of our findings highlights the promise of

using Twitter data as one of the tools to do so. Replicating this study for protests that are riskier

or more partisan will help determine the scope of our findings, establishing when participation by

social contacts is a strategic complement and when it might be a strategic substitute (Cantoni et al.,

2017). By measuring Twitter networks over time, tracking the addition of new followers, classifying

the content of Tweets, and exploiting lifetime Twitter activity and geolocation, researchers can

build an even richer picture of the role of networks in protest.
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